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ESSENTIAL NUMERICAL RANGE IN B(lx)

D. A. LEGG AND D. W. TOWNSEND

Abstract. In recent years, the numerical range lifting problem has been solved for

operators on lp, 1 <p < oo, and on certain Orlicz spaces lM. Specifically, given an

operator A, there exists a compact perturbation A + C such that the numerical

range of A + C equals the essential numerical range of A. This result has also been

established for essentially Hermitian operators on /,. In the present paper, the

authors establish this result for all operators on /,.

1. Introduction. Let B(X) and C(X) denote, respectively, the algebras of bounded

and compact linear operators on a Banach space X. The quotient algebra

B(X)/C(X) is called the Calkin algebra. A general problem which has been

receiving much attention lately is: if a residue class A + C(X) in the Calkin

algebra possesses a certain property, does there exist a representative A + C

possessing the same property? For example, if A' is a separable Hubert space, then

for each A G B(X) there exists C E C(X) such that the spectrum of A + C equals

the Weyl spectrum of A. See [11]. In this paper we are concerned with the following

problem: for each A G B(X), does there exist C G C(X) such that the numerical

range of A + C equals the essential numerical range of A"! This question is

answered in the affirmative for X = lp, 1 <p < oo (see [1], [6], [7]) and for X = /,

in the case where the essential numerical range of A has no interior points. See [8].

The techniques used in [7] do not apply to X = /, to solve the problem if there are

interior points in the essential numerical range of A since C(lx) is not an Af-ideal in

B(lx). See [10]. In this paper we use a straightforward computational technique to

settle this question in the affirmative for X = /, for general A G B(lx).

2. If A is a Banach algebra with unit, and x G A, then V(x) = (j(x): s is a

normalized state in A *} is called the numerical range of x. Hence for A G B(lx), let

V(A) be the numerical range of A considered as an element of the Banach algebra

B(lx), and let V ess(A) be the numerical range of A + C(lx) considered as an

element of the Banach algebra B(lx)/C(lx). V ess(A) is called the essential numeri-

cal range of A. See [4] and [5].

A linear operator A on /, can be represented by an infinite matrix {a,-,}. Let

Cj = ^f-MijV Then A is bounded if and only if supy C, < co and ||^4|| = sup, Cj.

Also,

MI--& sup 2KI = IM + c(/,)||.
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Hence A is compact if and only if limn^00 sup, 2°LJa,y| = 0. See [13] and [10].

Lemma 1. Let A G B(lx) with diag^f = 0. 77te« there exists a compact perturba-

tion A' of A, with diag^' = 0, such that CJ = \\A'\\eforj = 1,2,_

Proof. By [9], there is a compact perturbation A " of A with \\A"\\ = \\A "\\e. It is

clear from this construction that diag ,4" = 0. Hence Cj' < ||^"||e for ally. Now

let A' be the result of perturbing A" m only the first or second row, without

bothering diag A", such that Cj = ||^4'||e. A' is clearly a compact perturbation of A.

Lemma 2. If A G B(lx), then there exists a compact perturbation A' of A such that

the sequence of diagonal elements of A' is dense in itself.

Proof. Let {a,-,} be the matrix representation of A, and let L be the set of cluster

points of the sequence {%},/"" 1, 2,.... Define ú¿ to be a nearest point to a„

from L. Then aM — a¿- -» 0 as/ —» oo. To see this, suppose to the contrary that there

is an e > 0 and/, -> oo such that \ojj — ajjj > e. Since {a^-} is bounded by \\A\\,

there is a subsequence {a, } which has a limit, say /. Then l G L and so for

sufficiently large k, there is a point in L closer to a¡, than a!j¡ , which is a

contradiction. Hence define A ' to be the operator represented by the same matrix

that represents A, with a^ replaced by cL. Then A' is a compact perturbation of A.

If ajj is a diagonal element of A', then by definition, aj^ G L. Hence there is a

sequence/, -* oo such that a^ -» a^. Now \ajx - «¿J < \aJJn - ajj, and so

Wa - </1 < \a¡¡ - a¡ i I + k, - a'i , I

< 2k ¡ — OÍ ¡\-*0   as « -» oo.

Hence the sequence of diagonal elements of A' is dense in itself.

The following theorem is the key to the main result, and is of independent

interest since it provides a best compact approximate to an infinite set of operators

simultaneously.

Theorem 3. If A G B(lx), then there exists C G C(lx) such that \\A + C + XI \\ =

\\A +XI\\eforallX G C.

Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2 we can assume that 2,-^y|a^| = \\A — diag>4||e for

each y = 1, 2, . . . and that the sequence {a^} is dense in itself.

Now for A E C, let

L(X) = lim   sup
n—»oo

J>n
2N+k- + *|

i — n
i*j

-M+wi.

and define dj = supx[||^ - diag^||e + [a^ + X\ - L(X)]. Since the sequence {aM}

is dense in itself, it is easy to see that \aM + X\ < L(X) for each X G C and each

/ = 1, 2, . . . . Hence d¡ < \\A - diag j4||e for each / = 1, 2, ... . Let c, =

max{^, 0}. We now define C to be the operator represented by the matrix {é£},

where c« = 0 and c0, i =£j, are chosen as follows:  if c, = \\A — diagA\\e, let
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ctj = - ay for all i > 0. If c, < \\A - diag A \\e, let

-a(j   for i = 1, . . ., mj - 1,

c    for i = m,,

0   for i = m¡ + 1, . . .,

cü =

where m- is defined by 2JL1!|<%| < ç, and 27_,kl > c,. The number c above is

chosen so that 2°l,|Cy| = c, and S^k + c^| = ||.4 - diagy4|je - c,.. Hence for

all/ we have 2°1iltyl = c, and 2w|flfc + cy\ = ||¿ - diag A[\, - Cj.
Now we have

2 K + <V| + k + X| = \\A - diag ¿||, - c, + k + a|

< ||/1 - diag A\\. - 4 +|^ + Xj < L(X)

for each/ = 1,2,... and for all À E C. Hence

¡A + C + XI\\ = sup <L(X)

< ||^4 + X7||e    for all X E C.

Since \\A + XI\\e < ||y4 + C + XI\\, we have \\A + C + X7|| = ||^ + XI\\e for

all X E C.

It remains to show that C is compact. Suppose to the contrary that C is not

compact. Then limn_+00 sup, ZJLJc^l = c0 > 0, so there are increasing sequences of

positive integers {nk} and {jk}, with/t > nk, such that lim^^ SJljJcjJ = co- L*t

Xk be chosen so that if d£ = \\A — diagyl||e + ¡a^ + Xk\ — L(Xk), then dk — d£ <

c0/3. By taking subsequences if necessary, we can assume that lim^^, (L. = a0

and hm^^ dJk = d0. Now choose jko so that | 1«^ + X¿J - \d0 + \J | < c0/3

and \d,   — d0\ < c0/3. Then we have
JkQ

*. < dt0 + co/^=\\A - diagA\\e +\aAoiko 4- Aj - L(Xj + c0/3

<\\A-diagA\\e+\aA,+X\- lim
k—»oo

.2 KI+k^ + \J + Co/3.

Now since

I kJ-ShJ-S Kl= SKI- 2 l%l
i^Jk

1=1

00 OO

= 2 Kl - 2 \%\ +  2 |cj =\\A - diag.41, - cA + 2 |%|
i^Jk 1 = 1 = "* '-»*

= 11^ -diag^iu - 4. + 2 Kl,
>-"k
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we see that

lim
k—»oo

Hence

2 Kki+k4 + \
i-nk

i^Jk

!/*l       \  Mk Jk0\ = \\A - diag A\\. -d0 + c0 + \a0 + Xj.

d¡   <\\A - diag^L +k ,   +\ IJk0      II e     II«      I  Ji^Jmo       5t„l

- (\\A - diag,4||e - d0 + c0+\a0 + Xj) + c0/3

< c0/3 + d0 - c0 + c0/3 = ¿70 - c0/3 < ^,

which is a contradiction. Hence C is compact and the proof is complete.

Theorem 4. If A G B(lx), then there exists C G C(lx) such that V(A + C) =

V ess(A).

Proof. By [12, p. 419], we have thatp E V(A + C) if and only if |p + X| < \\A

+ C + XI\\ for all X E C andp E V ess(A) if and only if |p + A| < \\A + A7||e for

all X E C. Hence if C is chosen as in Theorem 3, we clearly have V(A + C) =

V ess(A).

Remarks. A similar result can be obtained for those operators on lx which can

be represented by a matrix. In this case, we would treat the rows rather than the

columns, since

Mil = sup 2kl and IMII.-J™, sup 2ki-
i     j-\ i      j-n

If V ess(A) G R, A is called essentially Hermitian. In [2] and [3] it is shown that

Theorem 4 holds for essentially Hermitian operators on certain Orlicz sequence

spaces lM and on Lp, 1 <p < oo.
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